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ON HYPERSURFACES WITH CONSTANT
λ -TH MEAN CURVATURE
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§ 1. Introduction.

The study arising from the formula of Minkowski has been pursued by
Liebmann [5], Suss [6], Hsiung [1], [2], Katsurada [3], [4], Yano [7], [8] and others.
Most of their works have been combined with the condition that the first mean
curvature is constant. The purpose of the present paper is to get the integral
formulas for a hypersurface whose &-th mean curvatureυ is constant and also to
show the integral formula given by Hsiung [2] and Katsurada [3] in a different way.

§ 2. Notations and general formulas on hypersurfaces.

Let Mn+1 be an (w+l)-dimensional orientable Riemannian manifold with local
coordinates {xλ}P Let gλμf V\, Kλμv

ω, and Kμv be a Riemannian metric, the operator
of covariant differentiation with respect to the Riemannian metric, curvature tensor
and Ricci tensor, respectively.

We consider a closed orientable hypersurface Vn in a Riemannian space Mn+1

whose local parametric expression is

where u1^ are local coordinates in Vn. If we put

then Biλ are n linearly independent vectors tangent to Vn. The first fundamental
tensor gμ of Vn is given by

Since Mn+1 is oriented, there is a uniquely determined unit normal vector Cι for
each point of Vn, and we have
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1) &-th mean curvature will be defined in §4.

2) Here and m the sequel Greek indices λ,μ,v, ~ r u n over the range 1, •••, n, n-\-l.

3) Here and henceforth Latin indices i,j,k,--- r u n over the range 1, •••,«.
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Denoting by V 3 the operation of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differenti-
ation along the hypersurface Vn, we have the equations of Gauss and Weingarten;

where kji are components of the second fundamental tensor of Vn and hjk—hjigik.
We also have the equations of Gauss and Codazzi:

(2.1) KlμvwBk"B3

μBivBh

ω=Kmh-{hknhn-hύhhk%\

(2.2) K^BJBfBtC^VJiji-Vjh*,

where Kkμh is the curvature tensor of the hypersurface Vn. Transvecting this
equation with gjί we get

(2.3) KμvB/σ=Fkhj>-ΓjhkJ.

The principal curvatures # α ) , •••, <zCw) of the hypersurface Vn are the roots of the
determinant equation

§3. Algebraic preliminaries.

Let tf(u, •••, tf(n) be the n principal curvatures at the point P of Vn and consider
the &-th elementary symmetric function of # α ) , •••, βr(w)

If we put

then we have the relations between Sk and P ( Λ o, so-called Newton formula, that is

Pci)-S 1=0,

2 = 0,

) —3θ3 — 0,

Therefore we can express S* in the terms of P<i), •••, P<*) as follows:
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^ 2

s 1

On the other hand we have the following identity

n—k 1
(3. 2) — — S1Sk-(k+l)Sjc+1 = — Σ («(«!

^ ^ 11<12

*3< "<*Λ+1

which will be used in §5.

§ 4. Formulas in Mn+1 admitting a conformal vector field.

In this section we assume that the Riemannian manifold Mn+1 admits a con-
formal vector field v\ i.e. vλ is a vector field which satisfies

(4.1) PμVχ+Fλvμ=2pgμX

where vμ=gμXv
x and p is (ll(n+l))Fλυ

λ. Putting

υi=Biivi+aCi

and transvecting (4.1) with BfBiλ, we obtain

(4.2)

from which

If we apply Green's formula to this formula, we have

(4.3) [(np+aPcl))dV=Q,
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For simplicity we fix the notations as follows.

KιjicoKχμvωBiB3BicC,
(4. 4)

Koijo—K).μv(υC
λBiμB/C w,

Kio=KμvBiμCv,

Koo=κμvσσ.

Let us consider all of the following formulas for any integer k (O^k^

(4.5),

Forming the following expression of the integrands in (4.

Ak= ΣΣ b
H \-m=k

where

we find that ^ (O^k^ή) does not contain the terms of the derivative of Pφu, that
is the terms of the form (F,i>

Ci)ίl ^Wn)flo»)* are cancelled each other for all j , t
and m. In order to check up this fact we note the following equalities.
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- . . „ . - . . C m + 1 )
I = 1

^ /T^I

These equations are derived from (2. 1), (2. 2), (4. 2) and (4. 4).
Moreover the coefficients ba)(ti~ tn) introduced above are nothing but the numbers

in the formula (3. 1). Therefore we get

(4.6)

= (fi-k)pSk+a(k+l)Sk+1+Sk-1Kiov
1'

k μ-2
2 J ( —l)i+1OA;_il 2_j Ha-m-l^Vcm
1=2 \m=0

By virtue of Green's integral formula, we have

(4.7)
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If we assume that Sk is constant for any fixed k, then from (4. 3), (4. 6), (4. 7) and
(3. 2), we obtain

Jlί Σ

J [ n n<i2(4. 8)

Z=2 \m=0 / J

The &-th mean curvature Mk of the hypersurface is defined by

(;)*-

where (J?) denotes the binomial coefficient. Then we have

nni

For a space of constant curvature, (4. 7) becomes

and from (4. 8) we get

THEOREM 1. Let Mn+1 be an orient able Riemannian manifold of constant
curvature which admits a conformal vector field v and Vn be a closed orientable
hypersurface in Mn+1. Suppose that there exists an integer k such that

1) Mjc is constant,
2) M Λ f t - M t + ^ 0

and that the inner product of normal vector Cλ and vλ has definite sign.
Then Vn is totally umbilic.

The result for a space of constant curvature are given in [2] and [3].

§ 5. Concircular scalar field.

In this last section we get some results on the hypersurface in a Riemannian
manifold Mn+1 which admits a special conformal vector field. That is, we investi-
gate the case in which Mn+1 admits a non constant scalar field v such that

(5.1) VμVιΌ=f(υ)qμl

where f(v) is a differentiable function of v. We call such scalar field v a concircular
field. If we put
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we see that vλ is a conformal vector.
Putting

and transvecting (5. 1) with B/Bi*, we have

from which we get

Fsv
s=nf(v)+aPa>

By virtue of Ricci identity we get

Kλμvwv
ω= -f'(v)(vλgμv-vμgλυ),

from which

Kμvυ
μ=-nf'(p)vv

and

Kμvυ
μC=-naf'(v).

Thus we get

and

Then the formula (4. 8) can be written as

l«β Σ

(5. 2)

k k 1-2

(~iybjc-ιVa-i) ftio— 2 J ( —1) OA-Z ZJ '
1 = 2 1=3 ra = l

From the integral formula (5. 2) we have

THEOREM 2. L^ί Λf be an oήentable Riemannian manifold which admits a
non constant scalar field v such that
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PμFλv=f(v)gμλ

where f(v) is differentiate function of υ and Vn be a closed orientable hypersurface
in M. Suppose that there exists an integer k such that

1) Mjc is constant,

3) S c-Λin-k+Df'W+Koo}- Σ i-iySic-iHa^Ko^O,

1=2

k k 1-2

1=2 i = 3 m = l "

and that the inner product of normal vector Cλ and vλ has positive sign on Vn.
Then Vn is totally umbilic.

If Mn+1 admits a special concircular scalar field, then we have

THEOREM 3. Let Mn+1 be an orientable Riemannian manifold which admits a
non constant scalar field v such that

VμVλV—cvgμχ, c=const,

and Vn be a closed orientable hypersurface in M. Suppose that there exists an
integer k such that

1) Mjc is constant,
2) MiMfc—Mfc+i^O,

3) Sk{(n-k+l)c+Koo}- Σ (-iySk-ιHa-i^KOιjo^O,

1 = 2

k k 1-2

1=2 1=3 m = l

and that the inner product of normal vector Cλ and vλ has positive sign on Vn.
Then Vn is totally umbilic. If v is not constant on Vn, then Vn is isometric

to a sphere.

Yano [8] proved that this theorem is true for k=l. In our case, the first
half can be deduced from theorem 1, and then the condition that Sk is constant for
any k, is equivalent to the condition that Si is constant. Therefore theorem 2 is
valid for any k.
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